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fruits Feeding sometimes is accompa
nied by the emission of discordant

notes which have been likened to the

squeaking of
rusty

lock being turned

or to group of persons squabbling

The strong direct flight features rapid

jerky wingbeats and is accompanied by

loud quaw quaw call

Breeding takes place towards the

end of the dry season that is about

April and the nest is in hollow limb

or hole in large tree Preference is

shown for gommier trees Dactyodes

lsaand hollow in decayed limb

or part of the trunk may he enlarged by

the birds normal clutch comprises

two white eggs measuring approxi

mately 465 8m Incubation by

the female lasts about 25 days and some

70 days after hatching
the young birds

leave the nest

Guided Parrot Walks

From St Vincent travelled to St

Lucia where surveys ied out in

1975 had revealed the estimated pop
ulation of St Lucia Amazons in
versicolor to be as low as 100 birds

with the greatest concentration being

towards the southern sector of the

island especially in and around

Quilesse Forest Reserve an area of less

than 40
sq

km and surrounded by

human habitation Primary causes for

the decline in numbers were identified

as deforestation shooting for food or

sport and capture for the livebird

market though doubt that the last

has been significant because outside

the island this species is virtually

unknown in captivity Some two years

before my visit the government initiat

ed conservation program aimed at

fostering national pride in the species

and recognition of the need to protect

it Public awareness campaigns with

particular emphasis in schools were

coupled with enforcement of

improved protection legislation and

the species was proclaimed officially to

he the National Bird

very successful practical appli

cation of the program has been

guided tours conducted by Forestry

Department officers along parrot

walk through Quilesse Reserve par

ticipated in one of these tours and was

rewarded with memorable sightings of

parrots
The birds have responded

well to increased protection and dur

ing survey conducted in August 1996

the population was estimated at 350 to

400 individuals

Some 43cm in total length the St

Lucia Amazon is large parrot with

prominent black margins to feathers of

the predominantly green plumage pro

ducing decidedly scalloped appear

ance The forecrown is deep violet

blue becoming paler blue on the

hindcrown and face and the foreneck

is red with variable reddish brown

suffusion on the lower breast to upper

abdomen There is prominent red

wingspeculum and red is concealed

at bases of the lateral tailfeathers The

strong robust bill is dusky grey the iris

orange and the legs pale grey

In Quilesse Forest Reserve found

these amazons to he quite waiy most

sightings being of single birds flying

across forested valleys On one occa

sion after having lapsed well behind

the main party of observers participat

ing in the forest walk was standing

at the edge of the mountainside path

to admire the panoramic view when

lone parrot alighted in the crown of

small tree only 30m away had excel

lent views of this striking bird as it

peered down at me the blue face and

red foreneck highly prominent hut

regrettably it did not stay to feed and

soon slipped away dropping silently

down into the valley below where

quickly it disappeared from sight

St Lucia Amazons become active

shortly before dawn and morning

activity reaches peak at about 0800

hours when there is conspicuous dis

persal from nighttime roosts in the for

est interior to feeding sites at the forest

edges It is advisable to visit the Reserve

at this time because from mid morning

to early afternoon the birds quietly rest

amidst the upperrnost branches of leafy

trees and finding them can he difficult

In mid afternoon there is gradual

resurgence
of activity culminating in

pre roosting aerobatics prior to return

to nighttime roosts They are strong

fliers often flying quite high
and

pen

odically diving or swooping in the fash

ion of large raptor Conversely they

are inconspicuous while clambering

amidst dense foliage to feed on fruits

seeds nuts and berries

Little is known of the breeding biol

ogy hut it seems that egglaying takes

place between January and March with

one or two eggs being Jaid at the hot

tom of hollow limb or hole high up in

tall forest tree Interference from the

Pearlyeyed Thrasher iQ
us has been identified as likely threat

to nesting success

Distribution of Amazona parrots in the Lesser Antilles
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Altitudinal Segregation

of Two Species

Dominica has the distinction of

being home to two endangeredinspecies which for the most

part seem to he separated altitudinal

ly Somewhat similar in appearance to

the St Lucia Amazon the Rednecked

Amazon Amazona arausiaca also has

deep blue facial pattern and red on

the foreneck hut fine black margins

are restricted to feathers of the neck

and mantle while the underparts are

uniformly green and the hill is white

instead of dusky grey It frequents

lowland and foothill forests up to

800m with recent surveys indicating

that iN stronghold is in and around the

forests of Morne Diablotin in the

north of the island

loss coupled with hunting

for food or sport and capture for sale

locally as pets caused declines in num
bers of Red necked Amazons but con

servation efforts have been rewarded

by recovery from low of 150 birds

in 1980 to more than 500 in 1993 and

some recent estimates have been of up
to 250 birds My first encounter with

these parrots was at locality known

locally as Simpa Flats where some five

years
earlier highest concentrations

had been found during the course of

surveys and here also observed them

to he common In the early evening

from vantage point watched more

than dozen birds comprising mainly

pairs and small parties as they flut

tered from tree to tree obviously in

preparation for the return to their

nighttime roost They were rather

wary and our approach eventually

caused them to fly off while screeching

loudly and their departing flight high

across the forested valley was most

impressive in the gathering dusk

Nests have been found high up in

gommier trees and at one nest the

parents were observed coming to feed

the single chick At 0528 hours both

birds quietly flew out from the nesting

tree presumably for their morning

feeding At 0800 hours to the accom

paniment of much screeching they

and four other parrots returned to the

area the pair eventually flew to the

nest tree and entered the hollow At

0858 houis both buds departed They

returned silently to the area at 1300

hours and came to the nest tree at

1333 hours The male sat on branch

3m above the hollow entrance while

the female visited the hollow and then

she climbed up to sit beside the male

At 1400 hours they flew off short dis

tance returning silently to the nest at

1500 hours At 1600 hours both birds

suddenly flew off and then at 1611

hours they returned for the last time

National Park for

Majestic Mountain Parrots

The largest and probably most

spectacular
of all amazons the

Imperial Amazon Amazona imperialts

generally occurs at elevations higher

than those favored by the Red necked

Amazon though there is considerable

altitudinal overlap in ranges of the two

species More than 45cm in total

length the Imperial Amazon has the

head dark maroonpurple suffused

with greenish blue and with black

margins to all feathers while the breast

and abdomen are purple again with

strong
black margins to the feathers

The upperparts and lower underparts

are green while red is present along

the carpal edge of the wing

Because this species is known to

occur in very low numbers only in

rainforests on Morne Diahlotin and in

southern mountains east of Rousseau

anticipated difficulties in observing it

during my brief visit to Dominica My
concerns were well founded for my

only sighting was of lone bird and

that encounter would not have even

tuated without assistance from local

forestry officers who guided Rosemary

Low and Ito vantage point on hill

side overlooking known nesting site

along tributary of the Picards River

on the slopes of Morne Diablotin

While we waited at this point the

officers descended into the deeply

forested gorge in an attempt to flush

one of the nesting pair Their efforts

were rewarded when parrot flew into

view and paused momentarily in the

top of partlydefoliated tree before

undertaking gliding flight above the

treetops showing strong reluctance to

move out into surrounding hurricane

damaged forest must agree that in

flight this bird appeared strangely eagle

like comparison regularly made of

the species by other observers

Though the estimated population in

1998 was of 250 to 300 birds the

Imperial Amazon remains the most

ously threatened of the Lesser Antillean

amazons It is virtually onfined to the

forests of Mome lotin where near

to 100 individuals were counted in just

one western valley during survey con

ducted in 1994 In recent years this

truly majestic parrot has benefited from

joint govemment and nongovernment
efforts to protect its restricted habitat

and these efforts were holstered signifi

cantly in January 2000 by the formal

establishment of Morne Diahlotin

National Park

For parrotlovers in North America

strongly recommend visits to St

Vincent St Lucia and Dominica On

these largely unspoiled islands guid

ance and assistance from friendly

forestry officials and local residents will

provide the exciting experience of

ohserving four of the wodds most

spectacular parrots in stunningly beau

tiful tropical habitats
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